Exploration is a fundamental challenge in reinforcement learning (RL). Many of the current exploration methods for deep RL use task-agnostic objectives, such as information gain or bonuses based on state visitation. However, many practical applications of RL involve learning more than a single task, and prior tasks can be used to inform how exploration should be performed in new tasks. In this work, we explore how prior tasks can inform an agent about how to explore effectively in new situations. We introduce a novel gradientbased fast adaptation algorithm -model agnostic exploration with structured noise (MAESN) -to learn exploration strategies from prior experience. The prior experience is used both to initialize a policy and to acquire a latent exploration space that can inject structured stochasticity into a policy, producing exploration strategies that are informed by prior knowledge and are more effective than random action-space noise. We show that MAESN is more effective at learning exploration strategies when compared to prior meta-RL methods, RL without learned exploration strategies, and task-agnostic exploration methods. We evaluate our method on a variety of simulated tasks: locomotion with a wheeled robot, locomotion with a quadrupedal walker, and object manipulation.
Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning methods have been shown to learn complex tasks ranging from games (Mnih et al., 2015) to robotic control (Levine et al., 2016; Lillicrap et al., 2015) with minimal supervision, by simply exploring the environment and experiencing rewards. As the task becomes more complex or temporally extended, more naïve exploration strategies become less effective. Devising more effective exploration methods is therefore a critical challenge in re-1 UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA 2 Embodied Intelligence, USA Correspondence: Abhishek Gupta (abhigupta@eecs.berkeley.edu) inforcement learning. Prior works have proposed guiding exploration based on criteria such as intrinsic motivation (Schmidhuber, 1987; Stadie et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2004) , state-visitation counts (Lopes et al., 2012; Strehl & Littman, 2008; Bellemare et al., 2016) , Thompson sampling and bootstrapped models (Chapelle & Li, 2011; Osband et al., 2016) , optimism in the face of uncertainty (Brafman & Tennenholtz, 2003; Kearns & Singh, 2002) , and parameter space exploration (Plappert et al., 2017; Fortunato et al., 2017) .
These exploration strategies are largely task agnostic, in that they aim to provide good exploration without exploiting the particular structure of the task itself. However, an intelligent agent interacting with the real world will likely need to learn many tasks, not just one, in which case prior tasks can be used to inform how exploration in new tasks should be performed. For example, a robot that is tasked with learning a new household chore likely has prior experience of learning other related chores. It can draw on these experiences in order to decide how to explore the environment to acquire the new skill more quickly. Similarly, a walking robot that has previously learned to navigate different buildings doesn't need to reacquire the skill of walking when it must learn to navigate through a maze, but simply needs to explore in the space of navigation strategies.
In this work, we study how experience from multiple distinct but related prior tasks can be used to autonomously acquire directed exploration strategies via meta-learning. Meta-learning, or learning to learn, refers to the problem of learning strategies for fast adaptation by using prior tasks (Schmidhuber, 1987; Thrun & Pratt, 1998; Hochreiter et al., 2001; Vinyals et al., 2016) . Several methods have aimed to address meta-learning in RL contexts (Duan et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2016) by training recurrent models that ingest past states, actions, and rewards, and predict new actions that will maximize rewards for the task at hand. These methods are not ideal for learning to explore, as we illustrate both conceptually and empirically. There are two main reasons for this. First, good exploration strategies are qualitatively different from optimal policies: while an optimal policy is typically deterministic in fully observed environments, exploration depends critically on stochasticity. Methods that simply recast the meta-RL problem into an RL problem (Duan et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2016) generally acquire behaviors that exhibit insufficient variability to explore effectively in new settings for difficult tasks. The same policy has to represent highly exploratory behavior and adapt very quickly to optimal behavior, which becomes very difficult with typical time-invariant representations for action distributions. Second, many current meta-RL methods aim to learn the entire "learning algorithm," for example by using a recurrent model. While this allows them to adapt very quickly, via a single forward pass of the RNN, it greatly limits their asymptotic performance when compared to learning from scratch, since the learned "algorithm" (i.e., RNN) generally does not correspond to a convergent iterative optimization procedure, unlike a standard RL method.
We aim to address both of these challenges by devising a meta-RL algorithm that adapts to new tasks by following the policy gradient, while also injecting learned structured stochasticity into a latent space to enable effective exploration. Our algorithm, which we call model agnostic exploration with structured noise (MAESN), uses prior experience both to initialize a policy and to learn a latent exploration space from which it can sample temporally coherent structured behaviors, producing exploration strategies that are stochastic, informed by prior knowledge, and more effective than random noise. Importantly, the policy and latent space are explicitly trained to adapt quickly to new tasks with the policy gradient. Since adaptation is performed by following the policy gradient, our method achieves at least the same asymptotic performance as learning from scratch (and often performs substantially better), while the structured stochasticity allows for randomized but task-aware exploration.
Our experimental evaluation shows that existing meta-RL methods, including MAML and RNNbased algorithms (Duan et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2016) , are limited in their ability to acquire complex exploratory policies, likely due to limitations on their ability to acquire a strategy that is both stochastic and structured with policy parameterizations that can only introduce time-invariant stochasticity into the action space. While in principle certain RNN based architectures could capture time-correlated stochasticity, we find experimentally that current methods fall short. Effective exploration strategies must select randomly from among the potentially useful behaviors, while avoiding behaviors that are highly unlikely to succeed. MAESN leverages this insight to acquire significantly better exploration strategies by incorporating learned timecorrelated noise through its meta-learned latent space, and training both the policy parameters and the latent exploration space explicitly for fast adaptation. We show that combining these mechanisms together produces a metalearning algorithm that can learn to explore substantially better than prior meta-learning methods and adapt quickly to new tasks. In our experiments, we find that we are able to explore coherently and adapt quickly for a number of simulated manipulation and locomotion tasks with challenging exploration components.
Related Work
Exploration is a fundamental problem in RL. While simple methods such as -greedy or Gaussian exploration are used widely, they are often insufficient for environments with significant complexity and delayed rewards. A wide range of more sophisticated strategies have been proposed based on optimism in the face of uncertainty (Brafman & Tennenholtz, 2003; Kearns & Singh, 2002) , intrinsic motivation (Schmidhuber, 1987; Stadie et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2004) , Thompson sampling (Chapelle & Li, 2011; Osband et al., 2016) , information gain (Houthooft et al., 2016) , and parameter space exploration (Plappert et al., 2017; Fortunato et al., 2017) . While many of these methods are effective at improving exploration, they are all task agnostic, and therefore do not utilize prior knowledge about the world that can be gained from other tasks. MAESN instead aims to incorporate experience from distinct but structurally similar prior tasks to learn exploration strategies. In a spirit similar to parameter-space exploration, MAESN injects temporally correlated noise to randomize exploration strategies, but the way this noise is utilized and sampled is determined by a meta-learning process and informed by past experience.
Our algorithm is based on the framework of metalearning (Thrun & Pratt, 1998; Schmidhuber, 1987; Bengio et al., 1995) , which aims to learn models that can adapt quickly to new tasks. Meta-learning algorithms learn optimizers (Andrychowicz et al., 2016) , update rules (Ravi & Larochelle, 2017) , or entire RL algorithms (Duan et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2016; Sung et al., 2017) . Such methods have been effective at solving new supervised learning problems with very few samples (Vinyals et al., 2016; Santoro et al., 2016; Mishra et al., 2017; Ravi & Larochelle, 2017; Hochreiter et al., 2001; Koch et al., 2015; Snell et al., 2017; Munkhdalai & Yu, 2017) . Our approach is most closely related to model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) , which directly trains for model parameters that can adapt quickly with standard gradient descent. This method has the benefit of allowing for similar asymptotic performance as learning from scratch, especially when the new task differs from the training task, while still enabling acceleration from meta-training. However, our experiments show that MAML alone, as well as prior meta-RL methods, are not as effective at learning to explore, due to their lack of structured stochasticity.
Our proposed method (MAESN) introduces structured stochasticity into meta-learning via a learned latent space. Latent space models for RL have been explored in several prior works, though not in the context of meta-learning or learning exploration strategies (Hausman et al., 2018; Flo-rensa et al., 2017; Kolter & Ng, 2007) . These methods do not explicitly train for fast adaptation, and comparisons in Section 5 illustrate the advantages of our method. Concurrently to our work, Stadie et al. (2017) also explores meta-learning for exploration in an unpublished manuscript, but does not introduce structured stochasticity, and presents results that do not show a significant improvement over MAML and other meta-learning algorithms. In contrast, our results show that MAESN substantially outperforms prior meta-learning methods.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce our meta-learning problem formulation, and describe model-agnostic meta-learning, a prior meta-learning algorithm that MAESN builds on.
Meta-Learning for Reinforcement Learning
In meta-RL, we consider a distribution p(τ ) over tasks, where each task τ i is a different Markov decision process (MDP) M i = (S, A, T i , R i ), with state space S, action space A, transition distribution T i , and reward function R i . The reward function and transitions vary across tasks. Meta-RL aims to to learn a policy that can adapt to maximize the expected reward for novel tasks from p(τ ) as efficiently as possible. This can be done in a number of ways, using gradient descent based methods or recurrent models that ingest past experience (Duan et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2016; Mishra et al., 2017) .
We build on the gradient-based meta-learning framework of MAML , which trains a model in such a way that it can adapt quickly with standard gradient descent, which in RL corresponds to the policy gradient. The meta-training objective for MAML can be written as
The intuition behind this optimization objective is that, since the policy will be adapted at meta-test time using the policy gradient, we can optimize the policy parameters so that one step of policy gradient improves its performance on any meta-training task as much as possible.
Since MAML reverts to conventional policy gradient when faced with out-of-distribution tasks, it provides a natural starting point for us to consider the design of a metaexploration algorithm: by starting with a method that is essentially on par with task-agnostic RL methods that learn from scratch in the worst case, we can improve on it to incorporate the ability to acquire stochastic exploration strategies from experience, as discussed in the following section, while preserving at least the same asymptotic performance .
Model Agnostic Exploration with Structured Noise
While meta-learning has been shown to be effective for fast adaptation on several RL problems Duan et al., 2016b) , the prior methods generally focus on tasks where either a few trials are sufficient to identify the goals of the task , or the policy should acquire a consistent "search" strategy, for example to find the exit in new mazes (Duan et al., 2016b) . Both of these adaptation regimes differ substantially from stochastic exploration. Tasks where discovering the goal requires exploration that is both stochastic and structured cannot be easily captured by such methods, as demonstrated in our experiments. Specifically, there are two major shortcomings with these methods:
(1) The stochasticity of the policy is limited to time-invariant noise from action distributions, which fundamentally limits the exploratory behavior it can represent. (2) For RNN based methods, the policy is limited in its ability to adapt to new environments, since adaptation is performed with a forward pass of the recurrent network. If this single forward pass does not produce good behavior, there is no further mechanism for improvement. Methods that adapt by gradient descent, such as MAML, simply revert to standard policy gradient and can make slow but steady improvement in the worst case, but do not address (1). In this section, we introduce a novel method for learning structured exploration behavior based on gradient based meta-learning which is able to learn good exploratory behavior and adapt quickly to new tasks that require significant exploration.
Overview
Our algorithm, which we call model agnostic exploration with structured noise (MAESN), combines structured stochasticity with MAML. MAESN is a gradient-based meta-learning algorithm that introduces stochasticity not just by perturbing the actions, but also through a learned latent space. Both the policy and the latent space are trained with meta-learning to provide for fast adaptation to new tasks. When solving new tasks at meta-test time, a different sample is generated from this latent space for each trial, providing structured and temporally correlated stochasticity. The distribution over the latent variables is then adapted to the task via policy gradient updates. We first show how structured stochasticity can be introduced through latent spaces, and then describe how both the policy and the latent space can be meta-trained to form our overall algorithm.
Policies with Latent State
Typical stochastic policies parameterize action distributions using an action distribution π θ (a|s) that is independent for each time step. However, this representation has no notion of temporally coherent randomness throughout the trajectory, since noise is added independently at each time step. This greatly limits its exploratory power, since the policy essentially "changes its mind" about what it wants to explore every time step. The distribution π θ (a|s) is also typically represented with simple parametric distributions, such as unimodal Gaussians, which restricts its ability to model task-dependent covariances. To incorporate temporally coherent exploration behavior and allow the policy to model more complex time-correlated stochastic processes, we can condition the policy on per-episode random variables drawn from a learned latent distribution.
Since the latent variables are sampled only once per episode, they provide temporally coherent stochasticity. Intuitively, the policy decides only once what it will try for that episode, and then sticks to this plan. Furthermore, since the random sample is provided as an input, a nonlinear neural network policy can transform this random variable into arbitrarily complex distributions. The resulting policies can be written as π θ (a|s, z), where z ∼ N (µ, σ) and µ and σ are learnable parameters. This structured stochasticity can provide more coherent exploration, by sampling entire behaviors or goals, rather than simply relying on independent random actions. Related policy representations have been explored in prior work (Hausman et al., 2018; Florensa et al., 2017) . However, we take this design a step further by meta-learning the latent space for efficient adaptation.
Meta-Learning Latent Variable Policies
Given a latent variable conditioned policy as described above, our goal is to train it so as to capture coherent exploration strategies that enable fast adaptation on new tasks. We use a combination of variational inference and gradient based meta-learning to achieve this. Specifically, our aim is to meta-train the policy parameters θ so that they can make use of the latent variables to perform coherent exploration on a new task and adapt as fast as possible. To that end, we learn a set of latent space distribution parameters for each task for optimal performance after a policy gradient There are N tasks, each with a set of latent distribution parameters µ i , σ i and policy parameters θ , updated in the inner loop of meta-learning from the overall parameters θ and pre-update variational parameters µi, σi. The sampling procedure for the actions introduces time correlated noise by conditioning the policy on a latent variable zi which is kept fixed through the episode. The action is still drawn per time-step but overall exploration is time-correlated due to zi. adaptation step. This procedure encourages the policy to actually make use of the latent variables for exploration. From one perspective MAESN can be understood as augmenting MAML with a latent space to inject structured noise, from a different perspective it amounts to learning a structured latent space as in (Hausman et al., 2018) but trained for quick adaptation to new tasks via policy gradient.
To formalize the objective for meta-training, we introduce per-task variational parameters µ i , σ i that define the per-task latent variable distribution N (µ i , σ i ), one for each task τ i . Meta-training involves optimizing the initial policy parameters θ, which are shared for all tasks, and the per-task initial variational parameters {(µ 0 , σ 0 ), (µ 1 , σ 1 )...}, such that we maximize expected reward after one policy gradient update. As is standard in variational inference, we also add to the objective the KL-divergence between the Gaussian distribution corresponding to each set of pre-update variational parameters and the latent variable prior, which is simply a unit Gaussian. Intuitively, this means that for every iteration of meta-training, we sample from the latent variable conditioned policies represented by θ, (µ i , σ i ), perform an "inner" gradient update on the variational parameters for each task (and, optionally, the policy parameters) to get the post-update parameters θ i and (µ i , σ i ), and then metaupdate the parameters θ, (µ 0 , σ 0 ), (µ 1 , σ 1 )... such that the sum of expected task rewards over all tasks using the updated latent-conditioned policies θ i , (µ i , σ i ) is maximized.
As in MAML , this involves differentiating through the policy gradient. During meta-training, the "inner" update corresponds to the standard REINFORCE policy gradient, which is straightforward to differentiate , while the meta-optimizer is the more powerful Trust Region Policy Optimization(TRPO) algorithm (Schul-man et al., 2015) . A concise description of the meta-training procedure is provided in Algorithm 1, and the computation graph representing MAESN is shown in Fig 2. The full meta-training problem can be stated as max θ,µi,σi i∈tasks
The two objective terms are the post-update expected reward for each task and the KL-divergence between each task's variational parameters and the prior. The α values are per-parameter step sizes, and • is an elementwise product. The last update (to θ) is optional. We found that we could in fact obtain better results simply by omitting this update, which corresponds to meta-training the initial policy parameters θ simply to use the latent space efficiently, without training the parameters themselves explicitly for fast adaptation. Including the θ update makes the resulting optimization problem more challenging, and we found it necessary to employ a stage-wise training procedure in this case, where the policy is first meta-trained without the θ update, and then the θ update is added. However, even in this case, the policy's fast adaptation performance does not actually improve over simply omitting this update during meta-training, so we do not use this procedure in our experiments. We also found that meta-learning the step size α separately for each parameter was crucial to achieve good performance.
Note that exploration in the inner loop happens both via exploration in the action space as well as in the latent space, but the latent space exploration is temporally coherent. The MAESN objective enables structured exploration through the noise in latent space, while explicitly training for fast adaptation via policy gradient. We could in principle train such a model without meta-training for adaptation, which resembles the model proposed by Hausman et al. (2018) , but we will show in our experimental evaluation that our meta-training produces substantially better results.
Interestingly, during the course of meta-training, we find that the variational parameters (µ i , σ i ) for each task are usually close to the prior at convergence, in contrast to the non-meta-training approach, where the model is trained to maximize expected reward without a policy gradient update. This has a simple explanation: meta-training optimizes for post-update rewards, after (µ i , σ i ) have been updated, so even if (µ i , σ i ) initially matches the prior, it does not match the prior after an update. This allows us to succeed on new tasks at meta-test time for which we do not have a good initialization for (µ, σ), and have no choice but to begin with the prior, as discussed in the next section.
This objective is a version of the variational evidence lower bound (ELBO), which is typically written as
MAESN performs variational inference, where the likelihood log p(x|z) is the reward R under the updated policy θ i and latent variational parameters µ i , σ i . Although it might seem unconventional to treat reward values as likelihoods, this can be made formal via an equivalence between entropymaximizing RL and probabilistic graphical models. A full derivation of this equivalence is outside of the scope of this work, and we refer the reader to prior work for details (Haarnoja et al., 2017; Todorov, 2006) .
Note that MAESN not only introduces exploration through the latent space, but also optimizes the policy parameters and latent space such that the task reward is maximized after one gradient update. This ensures fast adaptation when learning new tasks with policy gradients.
Using the Latent Spaces for Exploration
Let us consider a new task τ i with reward R i , and a learned model with policy parameters θ and variational parameters µ i , σ i . For exploration in this task, we can initialize the latent distribution to the prior N (µ, σ) = p(z) = N (0, I), since the KL regularization drives the variational parameters to the prior during meta-training. Adaptation to the new task is then done by simply using the policy gradient to adapt µ Algorithm 1 MAESN meta-RL algorithm 1: Initialize variational parameters µ i , σ i for each training task τ i 2: for iteration k ∈ {1, . . . , K} do for task τ i ∈ {1, . . . , N } do 5:
Gather data using the latent conditioned policy θ,
Compute inner policy gradient on variational parameters via Equation (4) and (5) Compute meta update on both latents and policy parameters by optimizing (3) with TRPO 9: end for and σ via backpropagation on the RL objective,
where R represents the sum of rewards along the trajectory. Since we meta-trained to adapt µ, σ in the inner loop, we adapt these parameters at meta-test time as well. To compute the gradients with respect to µ, σ, we need to backpropagate through the sampling operation z ∼ N (µ, σ), using either likelihood ratio or the reparameterization trick. The likelihood ratio update is
(10) One final detail with meta-learning exploration strategies is the question of rewards. While our goal is to adapt quickly with sparse and delayed rewards at meta-test time, this goal poses a major challenge at meta-training time: if the tasks themselves are too difficult to learn from scratch, they will also be difficult to solve at meta-training time, making it hard for the meta-learner itself to make progress. While this issue could potentially be addressed by using many more samples or existing task-agnostic exploration strategies during meta-training only, an even simpler solution is to introduce some amount of reward shaping during metatraining (both for our method and for baselines). As we will show in our experiments, exploration strategies metatrained with reward shaping actually generalize effectively to sparse and delayed rewards, despite the mismatch in the reward function. This can be viewed as a kind of mild instrumentation of the meta-training setup, and could be replaced with other mechanisms, such as very large sample sizes and task-agnostic exploration bonuses, in future work.
Experiments
Our experiments aim to comparatively evaluate our metalearning method and study the following questions: (1) Can meta-learned exploration strategies with structured noise explore coherently and adapt quickly to new tasks, providing a significant advantage over learning from scratch? (2) How does meta-learning with MAESN compare with prior meta-learning methods such as MAML and RL2 (Duan et al., 2016b) , as well as latent space learning methods (Hausman et al., 2018) ? (3) Can we visualize the exploration behavior and see coherent exploration strategies with MAESN? (4) Can we better understand which components of MAESN are the most critical?
Task Setup
We evaluated our method on three task distributions p(τ ). For each family of tasks we used 100 distinct meta-training tasks, each with a different reward function R i . After metatraining on a particular distribution of tasks, MAESN is able Figure 3 . Left: Object manipulation with a robotic gripper pushing various colored blocks to the red goal square. Right: Distribution of blocks (orange region) and goals (blue region) across the task distribution indicating task diversity to explore well and adapt quickly to tasks drawn from this distribution (with sparse rewards). We describe the three task distributions, and associated exploration challenges.
Robotic Manipulation. The goal in these tasks is to push blocks to target locations with a robotic hand. In each task, several blocks are placed at random positions. Only one block (unknown to the agent) is relevant for each task, and that block must be moved to a goal location (see Fig. 3 ). The different tasks in the distribution require pushing different blocks from different positions and to different goals. The state consists of the positions of all of the objects, the goal position, and the configuration of the hand. During metatraining, the reward function corresponds to the negative distance between the relevant block and the goal, but during meta-testing, only a sparse reward function for reaching the goal with the correct goal is provided. A coherent exploration strategy should pick random blocks to move to the goal location, trying different blocks on each episode to discover the right one. This task is generally representative of exploration challenges in robotic manipulation: while a robot might perform a variety of different manipulation skills, generally only motions that actually interact with objects in the world are useful for coherent exploration. We use full state representation for this task, leaving vision based policies to future work.
Wheeled Locomotion. For our second task distribution we consider a wheeled robot that has to navigate to different goals. Each task has a different goal location. The robot controls its two wheels independently, using them to move and turn. This task family is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The state does not contain the goal -instead, the agent must explore different locations to locate the goal on its own. The reward at meta-test time is provided when the agent reaches within a small distance of the goal. Coherent exploration on this family of tasks requires driving to random locations in the world, which requires a coordinated pattern of actions that is difficult to achieve purely with action-space noise. We use full state representation for this task, leaving vision based policies to future work. Legged Locomotion. To understand whether we can scale to more complex locomotion tasks with higher dimensionality, the last family of tasks involves a simulated quadruped ("ant") tasked to walk to randomly placed goals (see Fig. 5 ), in a similar setup as the wheeled robot. This task presents a further exploration challenge, since only carefully coordinated leg motion actually produces movement to different positions in the world, so an ideal exploration strategy would always walk, but would walk to different places. At meta-training time, the agent receives the negative distance to the goal as the reward, while at meta-test time, reward is only given within a small distance of the goal. 
Comparisons
We compare our method to a number of prior methods in meta-learning, multi-task learning, learning from scratch, and using task agnostic exploration strategies. We compare MAESN with RL 2 (Duan et al., 2016b) , MAML , and simply learning latent spaces without fast adaptation, analogously to Hausman et al. (2018) . As discussed in Section 4.4, learning to explore requires actually solving the exploration problem at meta-training, and tasks where exploration is extremely challenging are still challenging at meta-training time. For this reason, all of the methods were provided with dense rewards during meta-training, but meta-testing was still done on sparse rewards. For training from scratch, we compare with TRPO (Schulman et al., 2015) , REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) , and training from scratch with VIME (Houthooft et al., 2016) . Details of our comparisons and experimental setup can be found in the Appendix.
Adaptation to New Tasks
We study how quickly we can learn behaviors on new tasks with sparse reward when meta-trained with MAESN, as compared to prior methods. Since the reward function is sparse, success requires good exploration. We plot the performance of all methods in terms of the reward (averaged across 100 validation tasks) that the methods obtain while adapting to tasks drawn from a validation set in Figure 6 . Our results on the three tasks we discussed above show that MAESN is able to explore and adapt quickly on sparse reward environments. In comparison, MAML and RL 2 don't learn behaviors that explore as effectively. The pure latent spaces model (LatentSpace in Figure 6 ) achieves reasonable performance, but is limited in terms of its capacity to improve beyond the initial identification of latent space parameters and is not optimized for fast gradient-based adaptation in the latent space. Since MAESN can train the latent space explicitly for fast adaptation, it can achieve better results faster.
We also observe that, for many tasks, learning from scratch actually provides a competitive baseline to prior metalearning methods in terms of asymptotic performance. This indicates that the task distributions are quite challenging, and simply memorizing the meta-training tasks is insufficient to succeed. However, in all cases, we see that MAESN is able to outperform learning from scratch and task-agnostic exploration in terms of both learning speed and asymptotic performance. On the manipulation task, learning from scratch is the strongest alternative method, achieving asymptotic performance that is close to MAESN, but more slowly. On the challenging legged locomotion task, which requires coherent walking behaviors to random locations in the world to discover the sparse rewards, we find that only MAESN is able to adapt effectively.
Exploration Strategies
To better understand the types of exploration strategies learned by MAESN, we visualize the trajectories obtained by sampling from the meta-learned latent-conditioned policy π θ with the latent distribution N (µ, σ) set to the prior N (0, I). The resulting trajectories show the 2D position of the hand for the block pushing task and the 2D position of the center of mass for the locomotion tasks. The task distributions p(τ ) for each family of tasks are shown in Fig 3, 4 , 5. We can see from these trajectories (Fig 7) that learned exploration strategies explore in the space of coherent behaviors broadly and effectively, especially in comparison with random exploration and standard MAML. Figure 6 . Learning progress on novel tasks with sparse rewards for wheeled locomotion, legged locomotion, and object manipulation tasks. The rewards are averaged over 100 validation tasks, which have sparse rewards as described in supplementary materials. We see that MAESN learns significantly better policies, and learns much quicker than prior meta-learning approaches and learning from scratch.On the robotic manipulation task, VIME performs worse than TRPO because the implementation of TRPO it is built on performs poorly. The performance of the base implementation is plotted as TRPO (Theano) for comparison MAESN MAML Random 
Latent Space Structure
We investigate the structure of the learned latent space in the object manipulation task by visualizing pre-update (µ i , σ i ) and post-update (µ i , σ i ) parameters for a 2D latent space. The variational distributions are plotted as ellipses in this 2D space. As can be seen from Fig 8, the pre-update parameters are all driven to the prior N (0, I), while the post-update parameters move to different locations in the latent space to adapt to their respective tasks. This indicates that the metatraining process effectively utilizes the latent variables, but also effectively minimizes the KL-divergence against the prior, ensuring that initializing (µ, σ) to the prior for a new task will still produce effective exploration. Figure 9 . Role of structured noise in exploration with MAESN for the ant legged robot. Left: CoM visitations using structured noise. Right: CoM visitations with no structured noise. Increased spread of exploration and wider trajectory distribution suggests that structured noise is being used.
Role of Structured Noise
To better understand the importance of components of MAESN, we evaluate whether the noise injected from the latent space learned by MAESN is actually used for exploration. We observe the exploratory behavior displayed by a policy trained with MAESN when the latent variable z is kept fixed, as compared to when it is sampled from the learned latent distribution. We can see from Fig. 9 that, although there is some random exploration even without latent space sampling, the range of trajectories is substantially broader when z is sampled from the prior. A more detailed ablation study can be found in the supplementary materials.
Conclusion
We presented MAESN, a meta-RL algorithm that explicitly learns to explore by combining gradient-based meta-learning with a learned latent exploration space. MAESN learns a latent space that can be used to inject temporally correlated, coherent stochasticity into the policy to explore effectively at meta-test time. An intelligent and coherent exploration strategy must randomly sample from among the useful behaviors, while omitting behaviors that are never useful. Our experimental evaluation illustrates that MAESN does precisely this, outperforming both prior meta-learning methods and RL algorithms that learn from scratch, including methods that use task-agnostic exploration strategies based on intrinsic motivation (Houthooft et al., 2016 ). It's worth noting, however, that our approach is not mutually exclusive with intrinsic motivation, and in fact a promising direction for future work would be to combine our approach with novelty based exploration methods such as VIME (Houthooft et al., 2016) and pseudocount-based exploration (Bellemare et al., 2016) , potentially with metalearning aiding in the acquisition of effective intrinsic motivation strategies.
We found that to get MAESN to work well, meta-learning a per-parameter stepsize is crucial, rather than keeping stepsize fixed. This has been found to help in prior work as well.
B. Reward Functions
While training all tasks we used dense reward functions to enable meta-training as described in Section 5 of the paper. For each of the tasks, the dense rewards are given by
R wheeled = − x com − x goal 2 (12)
The test-time reward is sparser, provided only in a region around the target position. The sparse rewards for these tasks are given by R block = −c max x obj − x goal 2 > 0.2 − x obj − x goal 2 x obj − x goal 2 ≤ 0.2 R wheeled = −c max x com − x goal 2 > 0.8 − x obj − x goal 2 x obj − x goal 2 ≤ 0.8 R ant = 4 − c max x obj − x goal 2 > 0.8 4 − x obj − x goal 2 x obj − x goal 2 ≤ 0.8
where −c max is an uninformative large negative constant reward. The reward is uninformative until the agent/object reach a threshold distance around the goal, and then the negative distance to the goal is subsequently provided as the reward function.
C. Ablation Study
Since MAESN introduces a number of components such as adaptive step size, a latent space for exploration to the framework of MAML, we perform ablations to see which of these make a major difference. Adding in a learned latent space (called bias transformation) has been explored before in (Finn et al., 2017b) but the latent space was not stochastic, making it non-helpful for exploration. Figure 10 . Ablation study comparing adaptation performance on novel tasks of MAESN against a number of variants of MAMLusing bias transformation, adaptive stepsize or a combination of both
We found that although adding in a bias transformation to MAML was helpful, it did not match the performance of MAESN. Variants considered are (1) standard MAML (2) MAML + bias transform + adaptive stepsize, adapting all parameters in the inner update (maml+Bias +allParameter-Adaptation) (3) MAML + bias transform + adaptive stepsize, adapting only the bias parameters in the inner update (maml+Bias +onlyBiasAdaptation).
